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The outer automorphism group of a nest algebra is canonically isomorphic to the 
(spatial) automorphism group of the nest itself. The outer automorphism group of 
the associated quasitriangular algebra is canonically isomorphic to a group of 
“approximate” automorphisms of the nest. A simple proof that every derivation of 
a quasitriangular algebra is inner is obtained as a corollary. C 1984 Academic Press, 
Inc. 
In this paper, we characterize the automorphism groups of nest algebras 
and of their associated quasitriangular algebras. The characterization is 
given in terms of the order and dimension structure of the generating nest. 
As a consequence of the main result, and its proof, we easily obtain another 
proof that all derivations of quasitriangular algebras are inner [ 16). This is 
analogous to the corresponding result for nest algebras themselves [2]. 
A nest is a chain J of closed subspaces of a Hilbert space SF containing 
0 and X which is closed under intersections and closed linear spans. The 
nest algebra W(M) is the set of all operators leaving each subspace of LL 
invariant. The quasitriangular algebra L%(J) is the sum K(M) +.X, 
where X is the ideal of compact operators on X. This is always closed [7]. 
A nest can be reconstructed from K(J) by taking all invariant subspaces 
of K(M), which must coincide exactly with J [ 131. This tight connection 
between M and a(M) gives one some hope that automorphisms of a(M) 
might be analyzed by their action on A. Ringrose [14] showed that every 
automorphism of a(M) is spatial. An invertible operator which maps every 
subspace M of J onto itself must be an invertible element of W(M), and 
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conversely. So the automorphisms of E-(J) which fix % are precisely the 
inner automorphisms Inn K(A). We will show (Theorem 2.1) that the 
quotient Out K(d) = Aut K(JY)/I nn K(JQ is canonically isomorphic to 
Aut J, the dimension preserving order isomorphisms of A. It was shown in 
[5] that all such isomorphisms of J can be implemented by a similarity, 
and this is the key to getting the correspondence. 
The quasitriangular algebra 9&?(J) does not determine J uniquely. 
However, it does determine J up to a compact perturbation. This will be 
made precise below. Because of this ambiguity, one cannot expect the 
automorphism group Aut %&(d to be described in terms of JY. 
Nonetheless, we are able to define a group of lattice isomorphisms in terms 
of certain perturbations of J which is naturally isomorphic to the quotient 
group Out _2K(d = Aut Z!?(%)/Inn -9%(J). This is the content of the 
main result, Theorem 3.1. 
In the last section of this paper, we compute this group explicitly in a 
number of interesting cases. Most of these cases have been studied from a 
somewhat different viewpoint in the Ph.D. dissertation of the second author 
[ 151. The methods used in [ 151 were based on a preliminary result of 
Andersen (Corollary 1.4.3 of [ 11) and a theorem of Davidson (Theorem 1.1 
of [4]). The unified and more general results of this current paper were made 
possible by the recent results of [5]. It should also be noted that the first 
result about automorphisms of quasitriangular algebras was proved by 
Plastiras [ 111. It was shown that every automorphism of -7E’-(J) is inner if 
JY consists of an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces whose 
span is X. The methods used in [ 1 l] were completely dependent on the 
subspaces being finite dimensional. Christensen and Peligrad [3] used 
Plastiras’ result to show that every derivation of such a quasitriangular 
algebra is inner. The second author extended this derivation result to a 
number of other nests in [ 151, and then proved it for general quasitriangular 
algebras in [ 161. In Section 3 of this paper, we use our work on 
automorphisms to give a short proof of the general case. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
All Hilbert spaces in this paper will be separable. Let 9’(R) and Z 
denote the spaces of bounded and compact linear operators, respectively. If 
@ is a subalgebra of 9(R), let a-’ denote the group of invertible elements 
of @. For each subspace M of R, let P(M) denote the orthogonal projection 
of R onto M. If P is projection, P1 = I - P. 
Given a subspace M in a nest A, let Mt be the intersection of all 
subspaces of .JY strictly greater than M. If M+ #M, then E = P(M’) - 
P(M) is an atom of A. If M, and M, are two subspaces of J with M, 
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contained in M,, E = P(M,) - P(M,) is an interval of A. The minimal 
intervals are precisely the atoms. A nest M is atomic if the atoms span G??, 
and M is continuous if it has no atoms. 
There is a natural partial order < on intervals induced by the order on A. 
Say E <F if E = P(M,) - P(M,), F = P(N,) - P(N,) and M, < N,. This is 
equivalent o the condition FfC-(J) E = 0. 
An isomorphism of two nests J and JV is an order preserving map 0 of 
M onto M which preserves dimension, namely, dim P(e(M,)) - P(e(M,)) = 
dim P(M,) - P(M,) for all M, c M, in A. Let ISO(M, M) denote the set of 
all isomorphisms of M onto JV, and let Aut .M = ISO(J, J). If T is inver- 
tible, Ad T denotes the isomorphism given by conjugation by T, 
Ad T(X) = TXT-‘. It is easy to verify that Ad T(g(J)) = d(TA). Thus, 
corresponding to each algebra isomorphism Ad T, there is an associated 
lattice isomorphism B(M) = TM. Conversely, the following theorem implies 
that to each 0 E ISO(J, ,Y), there is a corresponding algebra isomorphism 
Ad T: a(M) + R(X). 
THEOREM 1.1 (Davidson [5, Theorem 5.11). If 8 E ISO(J, JV), then 0 
is implemented by an invertible operator T (i.e., B(M) = TM for all M E A) 
which is an arbitrarily small compact perturbation of a unitary operator. 
The diagonal g(M) n a(M)* of a nest algebra is the von Neumann 
algebra {I’(M): ME A)‘, and for convenience, this will be denoted as .X’. 
The core of g(X) is the abelian von Neumann algebra generated by 
{I’(M): M E .A}, and will be denoted A”. The atoms of M are the minimal 
projections of J”. 
A jinite perturbation of .M is a nest ME = {0, EA? V M: M E J?} where E 
is a finite rank projection in A’. If T belongs to either g(J) or g(@), 
then E’TE’ belongs to both. Hence SW@?) and 3a(ME) are equal. We 
will need the following result: 
THEOREM 1.2 (Davidson [5, Theorem 2.21). L%(A) = -Z%(H) if and 
only if there arefinite perturbations .A?~ and ./trN and an invertible operator 
S with S - I E X such that SeKN =.L”. 
2. AUTOMORPHISMS OF NEST ALGEBRAS 
In this section, we describe the outer automorphism group of a nest 
algebra g(M) in terms of its action on the nest J. In [ 141, Ringrose proves 
that every automorphism of a nest algebra is spatial. That is, a = Ad S for 
some invertible operator S. Since the commutant of a nest algebra is trivial 
121, the operator S is determined up to a scalar. It is routine to check that 
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SM is the lattice of invariant subspaces of Ad S(K(M)), so it must coincide 
with A. Thus S determines a dimension preserving order isomorphism 0’ of 
M. It is readily verified that the map r taking Ad S to 8’ is a 
homomorphism of Aut E?(M) into Aut A. 
If a is inner, S and S-’ belong to K(J). Thus SM and S’M are both 
contained in M for each M in J, and hence SM = M for all M in A. So 
inner automorphisms correspond to the identity in Aut M. Conversely, if OS 
is the identity, SA4 = M for all M in JY and thus S ~ ‘M = M also. So S and 
S-’ belong to K(M) and Ad S is inner. Thus the kernel of r is precisely 
Inn E?(J). This induces an isomorphism F of Out K(J) into Aut A. 
If ~9 is an automorphism of A, then Theorem 1.1 shows that there is an 
invertible operator S such that 8 = 8’. Then Ad S is an isomorphism of 
K(J) onto g(SM) = K(@(M)) = K(J), i.e., an automorphism of a(./). 
Hence f and i= map onto Aut .,.Y. Thus f is an isomorphism between 
Out a(&‘> and Aut M. So we have proven: 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A? be a nest on a separable Hilbert space. There is a 
natural isomorphism f between Out a(A) and Aut A. 
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF QUASITRIANGULAR ALGEBRAS 
The description of the outer automorphisms of the quasitriangular algebra 
2X(J) is more complicated than Out K(J), but still can be described in 
terms of a group of order isomorphisms of nests. If E is a finite rank 
projection in A” (E is the sum of finitely many finite rank atoms of A), let 
ME denote the nest which is the restriction of M to EIR. The nest JE is the 
nest J with several atoms deleted. The description of Out a(d) will 
depend on whether or not M contains an infinite atom. Let 9(d) denote 
the set of pairs (E, F) such that E and F are finite rank projections in A” 
and, if J does not contain an infinite rank atom, also require rank 
E = rank F. 
Let 59 denote the union U,p(_x, ISO(J&, &) where (E, F) runs over all 
pairs in Y(M). Put an equivalence relation on 3’ as follows. First, note that 
if 0 belongs to ISO(9, A), then 13 extends to a map of intervals to intervals, 
and in particular takes sums of atoms to sums of atoms. Now if E is a finite 
rank projection in Y”, define 0, in ISO(lzu,, &,,,) by restriction. We say 
that rp and IC/ in Z are equivalent (q - w) if there are finite rank projections 
E and F so that pPE = v/F’ Next put a multiplication on 59’/-. If a, belongs to 
ISO(J”, J$) and v/ belongs to ISO(&, MH), then HE’ is a finite rank 
projection in &, H’E is a finite rank projection in ML, and v/- ‘(H’E) is 
the corresponding finite rank projection in &. Define [q] [w] = [S], where 
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e= (PffElW*-I(fil~)* One can readily check that this multiplication is well 
defined and associative. Furthermore, [id] is an identity and [8] - ’ = [&‘I, 
which makes Y/- into a group. This group will be denoted a-A& A. 
It is not difficult to see that if cp and v belong to Aut M and [o] = [w], 
then v, = w. Hence Aut J imbeds as a subgroup of a-Aut A. If X has only 
finitely many finite atoms with sum E, then a-Aut d = Aut JE. 
THEOREM 3.1. If .AV is’ a nest on a separable Hilbert space, then 
Out -C&?(A) is naturally isomorphic to a-Aut A. 
We first require the following technical lemma, along with a slight 
refinement (Lemma 3.3 below) of Theorem 1.2. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose A? and JV are nests, T is an invertible operator 
such that TX = A, and 0: JY+A is the order isomorphism implemented 
by T. Let E, E,, E, ,..., E, be intervals of Jy, N = JJy=, Ei, and 
M = J$=, O(Ei). Then 
(a) 8(E) TE: EA?+ /3(E)X is invertible. 
(b) B(E)’ TE’: E’AY --) B(E)‘X is invertible. 
(c) M’TN? NIZ* M’R is invertible. 
(d) MTN: NAY+ MoV is invertible. 
(e) TO = MTN + M’TN’ E .9(Z)-‘, TO implements 8, and, if N is 
finite rank, T&Y”‘) = A“‘. 
(f) If F, < W)? and E, is the projection orthogonal to the kernel of 
F,TE, then R = F,TE, + F:TEfE A?(AW-’ and, if F, is finite rank, 
R&f”‘) =./@l. 
ProoJ (a) Let E = Nt -N-, with Nt, N- projections such that N’R, 
N-REM. Then E=ET-‘TE=ET-‘tl(N+)TE since TN+Z=B(N+)Z. 
Also, ET-‘B(N-) TE = 0 since T-‘B(N-) R = N-2. Therefore, E = 
ET-‘(B(N+) - B(N-)) TE = ET-IO(E) TE = (ET-‘B(E))(@(E) TE). Simi- 
larly, B(E) = (O(E) TE)(ET-‘B(E)). Thus, O(E) TE: EAY + e(E)X is inver- 
tible. 
(b) O(E)’ TE’ = B(N-) TN- + B(N+)‘T(N+)’ + B(N-) T(N+)’ f 
8(Nt )’ TN-. But the last term equals 0, and the first two terms are inver- 
tible operators from N-Z onto B(N-)R and from (N+)‘R onto 
t9(Nt)‘R, respectively (apply (a) to the intervals NP and (N+)‘). It now 
follows easily that B(E)’ TE’ lEIW has trivial kernel, and range equal to 
e(Ey27 
(c) By (b), T, = O(E,)‘TE:: Edgy’-, O(E1)‘Z is invertible. Now 
apply (b) again, with T replaced by T,, ./y- by E:X, and J by e(E,)‘.M. It 
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follows that T, = B(E, + E#T(E, + E,)‘: (E, + EJIJ@+ 8(E, + E,)lZ is 
invertible. Now apply (b) again to T,, etc. 
(d) Assume E, < E, < . . . < E,. We will prove the result by induction. 
We know that O(E,) TE,: E,2+ B(E,)X is invertible by (a), so now let 
E’ = Cf:i Ei and assume that B(E’)TE’: E/X-+ B(E’)Z is invertible. 
Then (6J(E’) + B(E,)) T(E’ + Ek) = B(E’) TE’ + B(E,) TE, t 8(E’) TE, t 
O(E,)TE’. As in (b), the last term is 0 and the first two terms are invertible 
operators (the first by the induction hypothesis, the second by (a)) from 
E’Z onto O(E’)Z and from E,Z onto O(E,)X. Again, it follows easily 
that B(E’ t Ek) T(E’ t EL)IEC+Ek)x has trivial kernel, and range equal to 
O(E’ + E,)Z. Since E’ t E, = 2% ,Ei, the result has been proved. 
(e) Follows from (c) and (d). 
(f) Let F, = 8(E) - F, and E, = E -E,. Since B(E) TE is invertible 
by (a), the definition of E, implies that each F,TE, is invertible from E,2’ 
onto F,Z. If we let E = Nt -N-, it follows that R, = F, TE, + F,TE, + 
B(N-) TN- f B(N+)lT(N’)’ is invertible. An argument similar to that in 
(d) now shows that R = F, TE, + FfTEf is invertible, and the result 
follows. I 
LEMMA 3.3. SupposepZL5-(X) = 2%7(J). Then there are finite rank 
projections N in JI/“ and M in A’ which are sums of finite atoms and 
subprojections of infinite atoms, and an invertible operator S with S -I 
compact so that SXN =M”. 
Proof. The only thing we need prove is that N and M can be taken to be 
of the desired form. By Theorem 1.2, N, and M,, and an operator 
S, = I f K,, exist to satisfy the other conditions. We may write N, = 
C1=lAi fAO and M, = Cj’!! i Bj + B, where Ai are dominated by finite 
atoms Ei and Bj are dominated by finite atoms Fj, and A, and B, are 
dominated by a sum of infinite rank atoms. Then E,Af and FjBjl are finite 
atoms of MN0 and &“o, respectively. Let t9 be the isomorphism induced by 
S,, and let Cj+ n = O-‘(FjBf), j= I,..., m, and Ci = E,Af, i = l,..., n. Set 
N=A,,tV~~“CiandM=B,tV~f~B(Ci). 
Let S = MS,N + MLSONL. S is clearly a compact perturbation of S,, and 
it follows from Lemma 3.2(e) that S is invertible and takes XN onto 
AM. I 
We now introduce working definitions which will facilitate the proof of 
Theorem 3.1. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. An operator S almost implements 0 in ISO(P,A) if 
(i) S is Fredholm. 
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(ii) The projection N, onto ker S belongs to 9’ and the projection 
R, onto the range of S belongs to J”. 
(iii) N, and R$ are dominated by finitely many infinite rank atoms of 
9 and J, respectively. 
(iv) The restriction s” of S to (ker S)’ onto Ran S implements the 
restriction Bof 0 to ISO(.Y](kerSj~, J]aans). 
Note that since (iii) implies that only infinite atoms are involved, 9)((kerSj~ 
is naturally isomorphic to 9 and MlffanS is naturally isomorphic to .A. So 
0 is induced by B in the obvious way. Given a sum of finite rank atoms E, it 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that 0, in ISO(.?&, .~~cE,) is almost implemented by 
O(E)’ SE’ lE1x. 
DEFINITION 3.1.2. An invertible operator T will be said to be aflliated 
with [8] in a-Aut M if [e] has a representative B in (ISO(JE,MP) and T has 
a compact perturbation T’ such that T’ IE lz almost implements 8. 
LEMMA 3.4. If T is aflliated with [O], then T-’ is aflliated with [O-l]. 
Proof: Let 0 in ISO(J,,, JF) be almost implemented by U = T’lELz, 
where T’ - T is compact. Let V be the operator from FIX to E’Z such 
that ker V= (Ran U)l, Ran V= (ker U)‘, and VU= Nh. Considering V as 
an operator in 9(Z), one readily ascertains that V- T-’ is compact. It is 
apparent from the symmetry in Definition 3.1.1 that V almost implements 
O-‘. Hence T- ’ is affiliated with [BP’]. i 
The usefulness of these definitions is due to the following: 
LEMMA 3.5. An invertible operator T is aflliated with some 101 in 
a-Aut M if and only if Ad T belongs to Aut _2R(.M). 
ProoJ Suppose T is affiliated with [S], and let 0, U, and V be as in the 
previous lemma. It suffices to show that if A is in YW(M), then 
p(A) = UAV is in ..Zg(/). For then Ad T will be a homomorphism of 
5%(J) into itself. A consideration of Ad T-’ and the previous lemma yield 
that Ad T is indeed an automorphism. 
Let A belong to 5%(J), and choose A, in g(J) such that A -A, is 
compact. Then A, = E’N~A,N~E’ belongs to a(./) and also leaves each 
AJ~I (ker U)’ invariant for M in M. Thus, UA, V leaves 
@(ELM n (ker U)‘) = B(E’M) f7 Ran U invariant. Since UA , V vanishes on 
Z@ (Ran U), it follows that UA 1 V leaves .A invariant. Therefore, UA , V is 
in K(M) and UA V belongs to -Pa(M). 
Conversely, suppose Ad T belongs to Aut 5%-(M). Then 
(Ad T) Z%-(M) = ZE-(r/) since (Ad 7’) g(d = g(TJ. Thus, by 
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Lemma 3.3, there are finite rank projections L and N in (TX)’ and A’, 
respectively, and an invertible operator S = I + K with K compact such that 
S(E@ =MN. Furthermore, L (and N) is the sum of projections L, (and 
NJ and L, (and N,), where L, (and N,) is the sum of finite rank atoms of 
TM (and A), and L, (and N,) is dominated by infinite rank atoms of TM 
(and M). The isomorphism in ISO((TM)L, J”) implemented by S naturally 
induces an element a of ISO((Td),o, &&). Let M, = (r3’))’ (L,). Then 
B = a 0 BT IMM0 gives an element of ISO(.&, MN,). We construct a compact 
perturbation of T which almost implements 8. 
Let I;, ,..., F,, be the infinite rank atoms dominating L, (i.e., those F such 
that FL, # 0). Let Ei = (f?‘))’ (FJ, i = l,..., n. Let T, = L,TM, + 
L, C?= 1 FiTEi. Define M to be the projection orthogonal to the kernel of 
T,. By Lemma 3.2, L,TM, takes M,Z onto L,Z and each FiTEi takes 
EiAY onto F,X, so it follows that M is finite rank, dominates M,, and 
commutes with &. Therefore, by applying Lemma 3.2(f) n times, 
T, = T,, + L’TM’ is invertible and takes MM onto (TA)L. 
Let S, = NSL + N’SL’. This is invertible, and takes (TJL onto MN by 
Lemma 3.2(e). Also, N’S, = S,L’ and LIT, = T,M’. Thus W= S, T,Ml= 
N’S, T, takes An M’Z onto MC? N’Z and implements the restriction 
of 0 to this nest. Since N, = M and R w = N’, W is a compact perturbation 
of T which almost implements 19. 1 
LEMMA 3.6. If Si almost implements Bi in ISO(g, 5$+,) for i = 0, 1, 
then there is a compact perturbation S of S,S, which almost implements 
f3,@0. 
Proof Let E!” j = 1 
e,(E!i)) = E!i+ 1) ’ ’ 
,..., n, i = 0, 1,2, be infinite rank atoms of q so that 
i = 0, 1, j = 1 ,..., 
h ‘RI aniN’ andR’ 
n, and so that E”’ = Cj”= I El” dominate 
El?‘< ,$; 1, j =ff ,..., 
s,, respectively. For convenience, order them so that 
n - 1. The span M, of R k, and N, 1 is finite rank and 
commutes with 9,. Let M (2) be the projection onto the range of 
i’J& Ey)SIEjl))M1 and let M(O) be the projection orthogonal to the kernel 
of M,(C&, E~l’SoE~o’). Now let M, = R,‘, + MC” and MO = Ns, + M(O), 
and let S = M~S,M:S,M~. Since M, is finite rank and commutes with ik;, 
it follows from their construction that MO and M, are finite rank and 
commute with PO and Yz, respectively. Thus, S is a compact perturbation of 
s, so. Also, by applying Lemma 3.2(f) several times, it follows that 
MfS,Mk is an invertible operator from MtZ onto M:X. Similarly, 
MiS,Mf is invertible from M:Z onto M:Z. It is now routine to check 
that S lM; implements 13,8,: PO IM;x-+ 5$ I,+,iP 1 
COROLLARY 3.1. For i = 0, 1, let Ti be aflliated with [pi] in a-Aut A. 
Then T, To is afiliated with [cp,] [vol. 
580/59/3-15 
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ProoJ: By the remarks following Definition 3.1.1, it is possible to choose 
representatives (pO in ISO(&, JF) and (oi in ISO(AF, JG) which are almost 
implemented by compact perturbations S, and S, of T,, and T,, respectively. 
The result now follows immediately from Lemma 3.6. m 
LEMMA 3.8. If T belongs to 5?@?-(M)-‘, then T is aJ?Xated only with 
[id]. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.5, T is affiliated with some [r3] in a-Aut A. Let 8 in 
ISO(J”,JF) be a representative almost implemented by a compact pertur- 
bation S of T. Let E > 0 be chosen so that l]Sx]] > E l]xl] for all x orthogonal 
to ker S, and let S, belong to g(J) so that S - S, = K is compact. Then 
for each M in J, P(M)’ SP(M) = P(M)‘KP(M) is compact. Since 
SM= 0(E”M) n (Ran S), it follows that P(M)‘SM is finite dimensional. 
Hence e(E’M) is contained in M@ G, where G is a finite rank sum of atoms 
of A. 
Similarly, a consideration of T- ’ leads to the existence of H, a finite rank 
sum of atoms of A, such that MOH < B(E’-M) < M 0 G. It follows that if 
E’ is an atom such that e(E) # ,??, then E must be finite rank. Now suppose 
there are infinitely many atoms Ei such that Ei < t9(E,), with E,R= 
M:OM; for M,? , M; in A. Then 
0 < E < II e(EJ WW III = /I WJ jWC)II < II WJ KII 
for all i, which contradicts the compactness of K. Similarly, by considering 
T-l, there are only finitely many atoms E, such that E, > B(E,). 
Now let J = {atoms E: E # B(E)}. The last paragraph implies that J is a 
finite sum of finite rank atoms, and e,((E @ J)’ M) = (I: @ B(J))‘M for all 
M in A. Thus 0, = id E ISO(~EoJ,~FoO~JJ, and therefore [8] = [S,] = 
[id]. I 
COROLLARY 3.9. An operator T is aflliated to at most one element of 
a-Aut A. 
Proof. Suppose T is affiliated to [S,] and [e,]. By Lemma 3.4, T-’ is 
affiliated to [&‘I. Hence by Corollary 3.7, I= T-‘T is affiliated to 
[e,]-l [e,] # [id]. Th is contradicts Lemma 3.8. 1 
LEMMA 3.10. For each [e] in a-Aut 1, there is a unitary operator 
aflliated to it. 
ProoJ: Pick a representative 0 in ISO(&, J$). By Theorem 1.1, 8 can 
be implemented by an invertible operator T of the form U, + K, where U,, is 
unitary and K is compact. If E and F have the same rank, extend U,, to a 
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unitary U on all of Z’ by sending ER isometrically onto FZ’. Clearly, U 
will suffice. 
If E and F have different ranks, then J? has an infinite rank atom A. Let 
d = rank E - rank F. When d > 0, let S be an isometry of AR into itself of 
codimension d. Let K, be an isometry taking EZ onto 
FR@ (&??@SAZ). Then U = (SA + A ‘) U, + K, is unitary, and 
(X4 + A’) T almost implements 8. If d < 0, one uses a coisometry 
instead. I 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Suppose a is in Aut %g(M). By [ 12, 
Theorem 2.5191, since %a(M) 2 {finite rank operators}, there is an inver- 
tible operator T such that a = Ad T. T is unique up to a scalar multiple since 
the cornmutant of Z%?(M) is trivial. Thus, by Corollary 3.9 and Lemma 3.5, 
there is a well-defined map !P taking each a = Ad T in Aut S&?(M) to the 
unique element [q] in a-Aut J affiliated with T. Lemma 3.4 and 
Corollary 3.7 show that Y is a group homomorphism. By Lemma 3.10, Y is 
a surjection. Lemma 3.8 shows that Inn -?&%(J) is contained in the kernel of 
!P, and thus there is a canonical homomorphism !? of Out Z%?(J) onto 
a-Aut A. It remains to show that ker Y is precisely Inn %a(&), so that !? 
is an isomorphism. 
Suppose that Y(Ad r) = [id]. By the remark following Definition 3.1.1, 
there is a compact perturbation S of T which almost implements id in 
ISO@@++, ME) for some E. So ,!? = S 0 E almost implements id in ISO(J, 
J). In particular, S belongs to K(J) and thus T belongs to -ZE-(A). By 
considering T-l, we obtain that T-’ belongs to -%?(M,) also. Hence Ad T is 
inner. 1 
A slight change in the proof of Lemma 3.8 yields a lemma useful for the 
study of derivations of -P%(M). It also provides a criterion for inner 
automorphisms which is somewhat different from the criteria given by 
Corollaries 2.4 and 2.5 of [ 161. 
LEMMA 3.11. If Ad T belongs to Aut -7a(J) and I( T- 111, = I < 4, 
then Ad T is inner (11. lie denotes the essential norm). 
Proof Let U be a compact perturbation of T which almost implements a
representative q in ISO(JE,JF) of Y(Ad 2”). Let V be the pseudo-inverse 
for U, as in Lemma 3.4. It is straightforward to check that (I U- ElII, = r 
and 11 V - $“I(, < r(1 - r)-l < 1. Let K be a compact operator such that 
11 U - EL -K/I < i. For M in A, let N = P(M)%t4 and N’ = VN G ELM. If 
dimN= co, then also dim N’ = co and, if {e,: 1 & n < a~ } is an 
orthonormal basis for N’, then II Ke, II + 0 as n + co. Therefore 
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for n large enough, since Ue, i e,. Thus, dim N < co and it follows that 
(p(E%) < MO G for some finite sum G of finite rank atoms. Similarly, 
considering V gives MQH < q(E’M) for a finite sum H of finite rank atoms. 
Just as in Lemma 3.8, it follows that if ,? is an atom such that q@) # I?, 
then i? must be finite rank. Now suppose there are infinitely many atoms Ei 
such that Ei < cp(E,), with E,R = M,f @M; for Mt, M; in A. Let Fi be 
the projection onto ~~(Ei)~~ El&f:. Then {Fi: 1 < i < CO) converges 
strongly to 0 since {cp(E,): 1< i < co} does, so 
for i large enough, a contradiction. Similarly, by considering V, there are 
only finitely many atoms Ei such that Ei >cp(E,). Therefore, as in 
Lemma 3.8, it follows that [q] = [id]. Theorem 3.1 then implies that Ad T is 
inner. I 
LEMMA 3.12. Let G? be a norm-closed subalgebra of 2’(R) which 
contains the compact operators. Then every derivation 6: @ -+ 9(Z) is of 
the form ad X (i.e., 6(A) = XA -AX) for some X E 9(Z). In particular, 6 
is continuous. 
Proof This result is well known, and a similar result is proved in [8]. 
Every compact operator K factors as a product K = K,K, of two compact 
operators, and hence 6(K) = K, 6(K,) + 6(K,) K, is compact. Every 
derivation of X into itself has the form ad X for some X in 9(R) [6], so 
6 & = ad X. Finally, if A E Q?, then 
6(A) K = 6(AK) - Ad(K) = XAK - AKX - A(XK - KX) = (XA - AX) K. 
It follows that 6(A) = XA -AX for all A in a. 1 
THEOREM 3.13. Every derivation 6: 2%(M) + _Zg(M) is inner. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.12, 6 = ad X for some X in 9(R). Then 
{a, = exp(t8) = Ad(efx): t E R} is a uniformly continuous automorphism 
group of -2&5-(A), and ]]etx -I]], < 4 for t sufficiently small. Thus, by 
Lemma 3.11, a, is inner for small t. Therefore, etx E 26(L)-‘, so 
X = lim,,, t - ’ (e” -Z) E %@?(A), and 6 is inner. 1 
4. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we apply Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 to various special cases. 
Most of these examples were computed by more direct methods in [ 151. 
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4.1. Nests of Order N U (00) 
The only order isomorphism of w = N U {co } is the identity. Thus if J is 
a nest of order type o, then K(M) has only inner automorphisms. The same 
holds for 3%‘-(J) if J has no infinite atoms. To see this, suppose 8 belongs 
to ISO(&,JP) where rank E = rank F. Then 8 is the identity map on the 
the order type w. If A,, A, ,..., are the atoms of M in the natural order, then 
for some integer n,, Ano> E V F. So the atoms {Ano, Aa0+ i,...,} belong to 
both J” and JF. Furthermore, the dimension of all atoms preceding An0 in 
nests ME and J& must be equal. Since 19 preserves dimension, O(AnO+J = 
A n,+k for all k > 0 and hence [13] = [id]. 
A similar argument shows that Out P@?(J) = 0 if JY contains infinitely 
many infinite rank atoms. For then any 0 in ISO(%,, JF) must preserve the 
order on the infinite atoms which implies 19 is the identity on them. In order 
to preserve order and dimension, between any two infinite atoms A and B, 
J+?‘~ and MF must have the same number of finite atoms with dimensions 
corresponding. From some finite point on, these will be the original atoms 
and 8 will be the identity on them. So [8] = [id]. 
The one non-trivial case occurs when there are finitely many (# 0) infinite 
atoms B, ,..., B,. Let A, ,..., A, and C,, C, ,... denote the finite atoms 
preceding some infinite atom or following all the infinite atoms, respectively. 
Suppose 0 belongs to ISO(-&, JF). It is easy to see, following the argument 
in the previous paragraph, that 8 is equivalent to another isomorphism in 
which E and F both dominate Cr! 1 A i ; so we will suppose this is the case. 
Then J$ and J$ consist of atoms B, ,..., B, and a colinite subset of C,, 
c *,.... The equivalence class of 19 is determined only by what happens to the 
Ci after finitely many terms. So 8 is determined by the difference k in the 
number of atoms removed by E and F. That is, for n large, 0(C,) = Cntk. 
This is possible if and only if the dimensions d, = rank C, are periodic of 
order k from some point on. The Euclidean algorithm guarantees that there 
is a minimal period k, so that every period is an integer multiple of k,. 
Conversely, if {d, : n > n,} is periodic with period k,, then taking 
E=Cy!“=,Ai+CJ?,Cj and F=Cr=“=,Ai+CJ”!!koCj gives rise to an 
isomorphism 8 which corresponds to a nontrivial outer automorphism of 
26?(J). This 0 generates Out 3W(+Y), so Out 9&?(M) x Z. Thus we have 
proved: 
THEOREM 4.1.1. If M has order type w = N U { co }, then Out 5%-(M) 
equals 0 or H. The latter occurs if and only if J has a non-zero Jinite 
number of infinite atoms, and there are positive integers n, and k, so that 
rank A,,+ko= rank A,, for all atoms A,, with n > n,. 
COROLLARY 4.1.2. Zf J has order type --w= {-co}U {-n:nE N}, 
then Out -9.%(J) equals 0 or 6. 
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4.2. Nests of Order Type Z 
A nest M will be called of order type Z if it is order isomorphic to 
{--co } U Z U { +oo }. Every order isomorphism of J is a shift sending the 
atom A, to An+k for all n in 72. This map preserves dimension if and only if 
d, = rank A,, is periodic with period k. If d, is periodic, then Aut J is 
isomorphic to Z, generated by a shift of minimal period. Otherwise Aut 
A = 0. Hence 
PROPOSITION 4.2.1. If J? is an order L nest, then Out K(J) equals 0 or 
Z. The latter occurs if and only if the sequence of dimensions d, = rank A,, of 
the atoms is periodic. 
As in the previous section, the analysis of Out -5%-(M) breaks down into 
several cases. First, suppose all the atoms are finite rank. Then a represen- 
tative of a coset of a-Aut M is an isomorphism 8 in ISO(.‘, JF) where 
rank E = rank F. Let m, and n, be integers so that A,0 < E V F < Ano. The 
map 8 is determined by the image of one atom. For large n, @A,) = An+k for 
some fixed integer k. Similarly, for large m, &A-,) = A-,, I for some fixed 
integer 1. 
The integers k and 1 may differ. For example, suppose the sequence d, is 
given as . ..I. 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2 ,.... That is, d, = 1 or 2 for 
n > 1 depending on the parity of n, and d, = 1 or 2 for n < 0 with d, = 2 if n 
is a multiple of 3. Let E be the sum Cy=, Ai and F = Cp=-8 Ai. Then define 
einISO(‘,,~~)by8(A,)=A,_,ifn~9and8(A,)=A._,ifn~O. 
Suppose k, is the minimal period for {d,: n > n,} if n, > n,, and 1, is the 
minimal period for {d,: n < m, } for all m, < m, . Let p,, = Cio=‘,“,o+ 1 d, , and 
40 = c%&, o d,, and M be the least common multiple of p. and qo. Let 
A=C{:,OA,, let E, be the sumofA and {A,:m,-Ml,/q,<n<m,- l}, 
and let F, be the sum of A and {A,: no + 1 <n < no + Mk,/p,}. This 
arranges that rank E, = rank F,. Define 8, in ISO(J&,JFO) by B,(A,) = 
A n+M,dqofor n < m,-Mldq, and ~O(A.)=A,+Mkdpofor n > no. 
Next, we have to verify that [e,] is a generator for a-Aut A. Let 6’ be a 
representative of an element of a-Aut J and let k, 1, E, and F be as before. 
We know that k, divides k, 1, divides 1, and rank E = rank F. Furthermore, 
we replace 8 by 0, if necessary in order to guarantee that L&P is the span of 
{A,:m,~n<n,}andF~isthespanof{A,:m,<n<n,}andm,~m,,< 
no<n,. Clearly m2 =m, + 1 and n2= n, + k. So rank E-rank F= 
qol/lo -pok/ko = 0. This implies that M divides both qol/lo and poklko. The 
quotient s equals l/(Ml,lq,) = k/(Mk,lp,), and thus [e] = [e,]“. 
Thus, Aut -5&Y(J) equals 0 or h depending on whether or not periodicity 
exists. 
For the second case, suppose there are finitely many infinite atoms 
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B , ,..., B,. The infinite atoms are fixed by every w in a-Aut A. So, v/ is 
determined by its action w+ on the order cu nest which is the restriction of 
M to span {A,: A, > B, } U {B i} and by its action w- on the order --LU nest 
which is the restriction ofM to {A,: A, < B,} U {B,}. By Theorem 4.1.1, w+ 
may be non-trivial if and only if {d,: n > n,} is periodic for some IZ~. 
Similarly, there is a non-trivial IJ/- if and only if {d,: it < m,} is periodic for 
some m,. Thus a-Aut J is 0, Z, or Z @ H depending on the periodicity or 
aperiodicity of the two “tails.” 
The case of infinitely many infinite atoms splits into cases depending on 
the order type of the infinite atoms. If they have order type w, then every v 
in a-Aut J fixes all infinite atoms (B,, B*,...,}. The action w+ of w on the 
restriction of M to span{A .:A,>B,}U {B,} is trivial by Theorem4.1.1. 
The action IJ- on JY restricted to {A,: A, i B,} U {B,} is nontrivial if and 
only if {d,: n ,< m,} is periodic. So a-Ad J equals 0 or Z. If the infinite 
atoms have order type -0, the dual statement holds. 
Finally, suppose the infinite atoms have order Z, numbered .. . . BP,, B- 1, 
B,,B,,Bz,.... Every v/ in a-Aut J must be a shift when restricted to the 
infinite atoms. This is possible only if the finite atoms in between match up 
in a way analogous to the first case. Namely, a non-trivial automorphism 
exists if and only if {d,: n > n,} and {d,: n < m,} are both periodic for some 
n, and m,. The argument is omitted, but the following example is illustrative. 
Let the ranks d, be . . . . 1, 2, 00, 3, a, 1, 2, 00, 3, CQ, 7, 00, 3, 4, 00, 3, 4, 
co,..., given by d,= 7, d3n+k= 03, 3 or 4 for k= 1,2,3 and n>O, 
d 5n+k =1,2,co,3,oofork=0,1,2,3,4andn<O.LetEbethespan{A,, 
A A-,, -23 Ae5} and F be the span{A,, A,, A,, A,, A,} with ranks 13 and 
2 1, respectively. Then 19 can be defined in ISO JF) by (A,) = A,, 5 for 
n < -6, @I,) = An+6 for n > 1, and B(A-,) = A,, B(A-,) = A,,. 
Graphically, this can be represented as 
,12033co,~ fi 131 ,a~- q 7 Lco 3 4, ,co 3 4, ,co 3 4, a3 
We collect these results together: 
THEOREM 4.2.2. Zf J is an order Z nest with atoms of rank d,, n E Z, 
then :
(i) Zf all d, are finite, Out 9K(+f) equals 0 or L. The latter occurs 
when {d,: n > n, } and {d,: n < m, } are both periodic for some n, and m, . 
(ii) Zf a non-zero Jnite number of atoms are infinite, then Out 
35(M) equals 0, 12, or Z @ Z. Zf either {d,: n > n,} or {d,: n <m,} are 
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periodic, but not both, then the group is Z. If both are periodic, Out 
%g(A) = h @ Z. Otherwise, it is 0. 
(iii) If the infinite atoms have order type w, then Out B?(J) equals 
0 or Z. The latter occurs precisely when {d,: n < m,} is periodic for some 
ma* 
(iv) If the infinite atoms have order type -co, then Out QT(M) equals 
0 or %. The latter occurs precisely when {d,: n > n,} is periodic for some n,. 
(v) If the infinite atoms have order type Z, then Out 22%(A) equals 
0 or Z. The latter occurs precisely when {d,: n > n, } and {d,: n < m,} are 
both periodic for some n, and m,. 
4.3. Continuous Nests 
Continuous nests have no atoms and in particular no finite rank atoms. So 
a-Aut A= Aut J is isomorphic to Homeo,[O, 11, the group of 
homeomorphisms of the unit interval sending 0 to 0. 
COROLLARY 4.3.1. If A is a continuous nest, Out K(A) and Out 
~W(A?) are both canonically isomorphic to Homeo,[O, 11. 
4.4. Cantor Nests 
Consider a nest M which is order isomorphic to the Cantor set. Such a 
nest is obtained by taking counting measure p on the rationals in (0, 1) and 
letting M, be the subspace of L*(u) given by functions supported on [0, t) for 
0 < t < 1. The complete nest generated by {M,} has order type of the Cantor 
set, because it has a dense set of “gaps.” Not every nest with this order type 
is atomic [lo], but every such nest is similar by a compact perturbation of 
the identity to an atomic one [5]. This doesn’t affect -B?(J). It will alter 
a(J), but it does not affect Aut J or Aut g-0 as these are similarity 
invariants. 
There are too many cases to consider explicitly, so we will examine only 
the case given above in which all atoms have rank one. Aut J is given by 
all order preserving maps of Q n (0, 1) onto itself. Such maps naturally 
extend to a map in Homeo,[O, 11, so we call this subgroup Homeoo[O, 11. 
The group a-Aut J consists of those homeomorphisms h in Homeo,[O, 1 ] 
such that {r E Q: h(r) @ Q) and {x & Q: h(x) E U4) are finite sets of the 
same cardinality. Call this subgroup Homeo,-JO, l]. These two groups thus 
describe Out E-(J) and Out %R(J), respectively. 
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5. A RELATED PROBLEM 
The analysis of automorphisms and derivations is closely related to pertur- 
bation problems. It is known that close nest algebras are similar [9]. It 
seems reasonable to conjecture that close quasitriangular algebras are 
similar. Indeed, we expect them to be unitarily equivalent. 
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